Liaison Needed

Tunney in S.J.
John Tunney, California’s
Democratic nominee for the
U.S. Senate, will officially
open his Santa Clara Count%.
headquarters today at 11:30
a.m. at 140 W. San Carlos,
six blocks from SJS.
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Students interested in
being liaison betviren President John Hume! and A.S.
Council may lease their
name and phone number in
counselman Jim Peterson’s
mail box in the A.S. offices.
Interviews and date of council approval %sill be voted on
at next s’eek’s council
meeting.
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Four Empty Chairs

Judiciary Faces Vacancies
By TERRANCE FARELL
Daily Political Writer
Dennis Edmondson, A.S. personnel
selection officer, initiated steps to fill
empty seats on the AS. Judiciary by
announcing an Oct. 7 tentative deadline
for applications to the judicial positions
during a Friday afternoon meeting with
George Gnesdiloff, advisor to student
government, and Roger Olsen, current
chief justice.
Edmondson scheduled another
meeting for this afternoon in the
selection committee office on the third
floor of the College Union. Selection
committee members are urged to attend. No time was announced.
The five man selection committee
will include Edmondson, Gnesdiloff,
Lew Solitske, former chief justice, or
Matsuo Furuyama, a former justice
who resigned to accept a position on
A.S. council, one of three ex-judiciary
faculty members and the vice chairman of the council when that individual
is chosen.

Three vacant positions need to be
filled by student members, a fourth
post is to be given to a faculty
representative. Still another spot,
occupied by Olsen, must be taken up for
reconsideration since his one year term
is up.
Edmondson, who was appointed by
the council on Wednesday, met with the
other judicial leaders on Friday to
discuss procedure to be used in filling
the vacant positions and to organize
selection officers.
The trio also discussed the loss of
power on the student judicial level due
to recent changes in the Title V by the
State College Board of Trustees. The
moves will take the judicial powers to
the administrative rather than student
level. Edmondson labeled the move, "A
sad step which takes judgement from
our own peers off the college campus."
The judiciary is usually a nine man
body requiring a six man quorum. In an
emergency situation a five man body,
( including Olsen), could function but

Kurzweil Blasts Chancellor
CANDIDATEPatricia liyama, 24, Socialist Workers Party candidate for
Secretary of State, opened the Student Community Involvement Program
(SCIP ) series of guest speakers Friday in the College Union by discussing both
her party’s objectives and the dilemma of Third World women in facing both
the racial and sexual barrier in society. Miss Ilyama is presently teaching
Third World courses at Merritt College in Oakland. SUP will continue its series
by presenting David Frankel, the Socialist Party candidate for Lieutenant
Governor, Friday, at 3:30 p.m. in the Almaden Room in the College Union.
Daily photo by Bill Lovejoy

By SUSAN RAPP
Daily Staff Writer
OAKLANDAt a press conference
Friday, Dr. Jack Kurzweil said that a
letter was sent demanding that
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke immediately appoint a representative to
the Grievance Review Panel to hear his
case.
The letter was sent to Dr. Lee Kerschner, Dean of the California State
Colleges’ Faculty Affairs by Dr.

By-law Amendments, Kurzweil Case
At Today’s Academic Council Meeting
Proposed by-law amendments affecting spectators at Academic Council
meetings and the number of terms
council committee members may serve
is on the agenda for today’s Academic
Council meeting in LN 629 at 2 p.m.
Dr. John Galin, associate professor of
English, plans to present, as a motion
from the floor, a resolution condemning
the intervention of Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke into the case of Dr. Jack
Kurzweil and Dr. Dumke’s denial of
tenure to the 31 -year-old assistant
electrical engineering professor.
The new by-law amendment
proposals include a proposal that
council members may declare any
meeting or any part of the proceedings
closed to non-members by a two-thirds
vote. In addition, it is proposed that the
executive committee may determine
that any meeting be closed unless the
majority of the council votes to open it.
Another proposal states that spectators at council meetings shall not sit

with members and shall not participate
in the proceedings of the council except
as provided in the standing rules.
In addition, the proposal states that
spectators shall not applaud or
demonstrate in any manner in an attempt to influence the proceedings of
the council, and violators should be
excluded from the proceedings. The
chairman may recess the meeting at
his discretion.
A third proposal limits the number of
non-members present to the number of
seats available for them with
preference given to the news media and
officially invited guests. The chairman
may request closed circuit television
coverage of meetings when necessary.
The resolution to be proposed by Dr.
Galrn regarding the case of Dr. Kurzweil states that the SJS college
Academic Council ."condemns the
intervention of Chancellor Dumke into
this case and his denial of tenure to
Kurzweil as being a violation of

It May Be ’College’ This Year
But It Could Be ’University’
By BRUCE MeCLELLIN
Daily Staff Writer
Although a bill which would allow SJS
to change its name to San Jose State
University was killed by the legislature
Aug. 18 for the third time in three years,
Indications are that the issue will be
revived in the 1971 session, which
convenes in January.
Assemblyman E. Richard Barnes, RSan Diego, who introduced the bill and
two similar ones in two previous
sessions, told the Spartan Daily
Wednesday from his Sacramento office
he plans to reintroduce the bill next
session.
Barnes indicated the new bill will be
identical to the one he introduced in the
recent sessiongiving university
status to "qualified" state colleges.
The bill, which passed the Assembly but died on the Senate floor, had
been amended to give every state
college a university title. A source close
to Assemblyman Barnes in his San
Diego office called the amendment "the
reason it ( the bill) failed."
The assemblyman blamed the
University of California lobby for
exerting influence which led to the
Senate defeat.
Barnes sharply criticized his
legislative opponents, terming them
"prejudicial, childish and dishonest."
Opponents vigorously accused
Barnes of attempting to compete with
the University of California, to get
more money out of the state treasury
and to get doctorate degree programs,
he said.

The San Diegan denied the charges
and furthermore said his bill did not
call for any of these things only for a
name change.
The intent of his bill is to "give credit
where credit is due," he explained.
Several state college campusesSJS
and San Diego State, both with an
enrollment of more than 22,000, mentioned by nameare of university size
and therefore should get the university
title.
"Students should have the honest
name on their diplomas."
Opposition to the Senate bill was led
by Sen. Clark Bradley, R -San Jose,
whose opposition reportably surprised
his colleagues because SJS is in his
district.
Bradley said selfish faculty members
were spearheading the name change
campaign because they desire to teach
less while being paid more.
"This is a fraud on the students, and a
fraud on the professors who come to
California to teach at state colleges,"
he said. "They will have a right to
complain that the name university is
misleading."
Another opponent, Sen. Nicholas
Petris, D-Oakland, said, "You can
change my name to Einstein but I’m
Petris’
still Petris and have
limitations.’’
Before the bill received its Senate
defeat, an amendment by Sen. Clair
Burgener, R-San Diego, which would
have changed the bill back to its
original form was defeated.

academic feedom and academic due
process, and an invasion of the integrity
of the state college system; urgently
requests that Chancellor Dumke immediately grant tenure to Kurzweil;
and wishes to publicize this resolution."
Other proposed by-law amendments
propose that standing policy committees and operating committees shall
elect chairmen for a one-year term
only, and chairmen may not serve two
consecutive terms in office.
Copies of a letter from council
Chairman Theodore Norton to Dr.
Joseph Foresi Jr., assistant professor
in the Department of Administration
and Higher Education, regarding
eligibility for voting in referendums
will be distributed. Dr. Foresi complained in a letter to the San Jose
Mercury last year that he was not
allowed to vote in the R.O.T.C.
referendum, because he had not been a
member of the faculty full-time for at
least a year.
The executive committee decided
that it is permissible for a faculty
member full-time or half-time who has
not been on the faculty for less than a
year to vote in a referendum such as the
R.O.T.C. referendum which was advisory and not binding.

Kurzweil’s attorney, Malcolm Burnstein.
The action is an attempt to force Dr.
Dumke to comply with faculty
grievance rules as they were when Dr.
Kurzweil first filed his complaint last
April.
The rules governing faculty
grievance hearings are currently being
changed by the California State College
Board of Trustees. The revision grants
ultimate authority in grievance matters to the Chancellor of the State
College system.
Formerly, faculty grievances were
taken before a statewide faculty review
board composed of a representative of
the complaintant, a representative of
the defendant, and a representative
mutually agreed upon by the other two.
Dr. Dumke has refused to appoint his
representative in the matter, and has
thereby halted proceedings.
In the new ruling sent down last
Wednesday (Sept. 23, 1970), a provision
known as the Kurzweil Amendment is
included. It states that the new rules
will apply to Dr. Kurzweil even though
he filed his grievance when the old rules
were still in effect.
According to Kurzweil, under the new
rules, "( Dr.) Dumke will be the
defendant, the judge and the jury in the
case, a most convenient place for him
to be."
In his opening statement at the
Friday morning press conference, Dr.
Kurzweil asserted that the new ruling
was made specifically for him. "It was
intended for me, the grievance rules
were changed, in my case, to give the
Chancellor final jurisdiction over the
faculty; it can only serve to demoralize
the faculty."
It is Kurzweil’s belief that political
appointments "are not competent to
determine who is a good professor
electrical engineering."
Kurzweil thinks that politics should
not govern education ant, that
"(Governor) Reagan is trying to
destroy public higher education in
California" by letting it do so.

this is
if extreme cases should
arise.The only
judicial board lost Bill Johnson,
the faculty representative from the
Economics Department
due to
resignation last spring. Students Carlos
Averhoff and Matsu Furuyama were
elected to A.S. Council and are
restricted to serving on only one body
thus forcing resignation. Reggie Toran
was elected attorney general and had to
similarly give up his position.
Olsen has served his full year and
must now go up for reconsideration
He
and possible reappointment.
remains a voting member until a

successor is named or he is reappointed.
These developments leave Bob Dollar
and Frank Haber as the only sitting
justices who are students. Faculty
justices are Roy Young and Wiggsey
Siversten.
Applicants for the open positions
should see Edmondson in the AS. offices on the third floor of the College
Union. Edmondson set the tentative
Oct. 7 deadline during the Friday
meeting. He also outlined a plan to set
up a standardized interview and
questioning technique to give all applicants an equal opportunity to win the
vacant chairs.

Procedures Knocked
By PAM STRANDBERG
Daily Political Writer
"Campuses should be able to manage
their own affairs," Dr. Rex Burbank,
assistant academic vice president in
charge of SJS disciplinary and
grievance procedures said in a recent
interview.
Dr. Burbank was responding to the
revision of faculty grievance and disciplinary procedures passed by the State
College Board of Trustees Wednesday.
Under the new procedures, a hearing
officer representing the chancellor
would be appointed to "find the facts,"
and the chancellor would have final
authority in the matter.
"Our practices were imperfect and
needed considerable revision," Dr.
Bu:bank said, "but we could have
revised them in such a way that we
could have maintained our integrity as
professionals."
"I would grant that sometimes
persons from the outside are needed as
unbiased observers, but this can be
done by putting outsiders on the
grievance panel."
"Campuses are extremely cor..plex
and delicate organisms," Dr. Burbank
explained. "Lawyers know the law;
chancellors know how to deal with
trustees, the public, and the state
campuses in general, but they can’t
know the tremendous complexities of
personnel relationships, or curriculum,
or of general campus business. They

can’t possibly know these things as well
as the faculty and the administration on
the campuses themselves.
"College faculty and administrators
are being made the scapegoats for
public politicians who refuse to face up
to the real problems of our society and
who should attack the problems rather
than the people who are trying to
maintain our campuses."
If politics were kept off the campuses
from the outside, Dr. Burbank said,
administrator’s would find it easier to
keep politics off the campuses from the
inside.
"The trustees should increase the
powers of the college president rather
than-The chancellor," he said, "so that
the president can work in cooperation
with responsible professors, in our case
the Academic Council, to insure that
effective grievance and disciplinary
procedures are drafted and carried
out."
Dr. Burbank predicts the new
disciplinary and grievance procedures
will have two effects on the faculty. The
procedures, he said, "would greatly
discourage conscientious, highly professional and dedicated faculty."
"It is quite likely also to make them
realize .that in the face of a hostile
public board of trustees and legislature
that they will have to organize themselves into a powerful and effective
professional group to protect their own
interests."

Over Chairmanship

Council Heating Up
By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer
Will the real chairman of A.S. Council
please stand up? With the many conflicting reports, no one seems to know
who is the A.S. vice-president and-or
chairman of council, Jim Peterson or
Terry Speizer, both graduate representatives of the AS. Council.
According to Reggie Toran, attorney
general, a judicial interpretation will
be rendered concerning the vicechairman of Student Council.
This interpretation may be discussed
at Monday’s Judiciary meeting, but the
ultimate decision on who will hold the
position, if it must be decided by the
judiciary, will not be given for some

time according to student government
leaders.
Peterson, who was handed the gavel
and appointed chairman by Self when
he resigned, stated that it is totally
unconstitutional for Bill Langan, A.S.
president to appoint Terry Speizer as
AS. vice-president.
"The matter must go before the
judiciary before anyone can be A.S.
vice president. I am interim vicepresident until Speizer challenges me,"
he declared.
"Langan is not a dictator and if he
wants to play dictator, then the entirety
of A.S. government will fall," he added.
Speizer was unavailable for comment.
Steve lrennan, executive vicepresident stated that "both sides" of
Student Council are trying to work out
an equitable agreement between
themselves concerning the controversial post which will be acceptable
to Langan.
"If the majority of the members
accept an agreement, the matter will
not have to be taken before the
judiciary," he stated.
He added that questions such as the
legality of the vice chairman taking
over the chairman posWon and
throwing the vacated A.S. vicepresidential post open to a school
election have been raised

Dr. Abernathy
Reschedulea

UNEASY RIDER A once proud bicycle

II%

ner is now the

unhappy possessor of a unicycle. An over -anxious campus

thief apparently made a quick get-away while attempting
midnight haul. The "bicycle bandit" apparently did not have
the time to cut the lock off the wheel.

The appearance of the Rev. Dr.
Ralph Abernathy, scheduled for today
has been cancelled. According to A.S.
President Bill Langan, Dr. Abernathy
will appear at SJS Wednesday, Nov. 4,
at 8 p.m,
Dr Abernathy, the leader of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was also scheduled to speak at
Mt. San Antonio College and Cal Poly,
but neither school was able to honor its
commitment. Because of this and other
problems with his schedule. Dr.
Abernathy is unable to come to San
Jose, Langan announced Friday.
It has been confirmed that Dr.
Abernathy will be coming to SJS in
November because, of the schools involved, only SJS kept its commitment
to him. He is making a special trip to
the West Coast to speak here.
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Editorials

To

Long to Wait

For two years some serious questions have hung over the SJS library.
Charges have been brought against head librarian Dr. Stuart Baillie and
subsequently dropped.
Dr. Baillie has resigned under a puzzling arrangement.
Now, an audit report by the management unit of the California State College
Board of Trustees has again raised the spectre of library mismanagement.
Alt hough the Spartan Daily has covered the news in detail, upholding the
.(iblic’s right to know, we have refrained from editorially commenting on the
it uation because of the judicial nature of the procedures. Dr. Baillie must be
considered innocent until proved guilty. It’s time to comment.
The delay is intolerable, the questions deserve answers and Dr. Baillie
deserves an open hearing. College President John Bunzel and Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns have a responsibility to resolve these questions:
Why were five charges aginst Dr. Baillie dropped shortly after the issue
.
public? If these charges were unsubstantiated by evidence, why does
audit report dwell on them at such great lengths? The report would suggest
that there is some substance to the charges.
--Why were the other two charges dropped without disciplinary action?
Academic Vice President Burns indicated that disciplinary procedures were
halted when Dr. Baillie offered his resignation.
Dr. Baillie’s resignation is not effective until 1972. Why was such lengthy
"notice" given?
Finally, why has the administration, aware of these problems since 1967,
stalled for so long in giving them an airing? Why were they hidden from the
press’.’
The answers may be embarrassing to SJS, but the delay is inexcusable. The
administration owes it to the students, faculty and library personnel.
Two years is too long to wait. A full open explanation is in order.

Paranoia Strikes
The House of Representatives struck another blow for the forces of oppression Thursday when by a vote of 341-6 they approved President Nixon’s controversial "no knock’ policy. The bill, which is expected to gain Senate approval,
easily, would allow federal agents to break into homes unannounced to seize
evidence in narcotics cases.
While drug abuse is the of the most serious problems facing our country, is it
worth sacrificing the rights to privacy assured in the constitution?
Has the paranoia of our legislators reached a point a here they are willing Co
sell out their own freedoms (and ours) in order to effect an immediate
solution?
We recognize that a federal narcotics agent must obtain a warrant before he
presumes to crash through your door, but the fact is that warrants simply are
not that hard to obtain. Any judge can issue a warrant and any police chief can
find a judge.
Nixon was elected on a platform of restoring public faith in law and order,
but measures such as this only perpetuate an ever-increasing spiral of fear
and distrusts
Accordingly. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky, said that if agents attempted to
use the "no-knock" in his state, "They would run the grave risk of being
greeted by a shotgun blast from the occupant."
Rep. Harley 0. Staggers, D-W.Va., House Commerce Committee chairman,
put it more succinctly when he stated, "If somebody tried to knock down my
door. I probably would take a gun and shoot him."
This country has no need for more issues provoking violence, and shotgun
blasts and midnight raids are violence in its purest form.

Show Solidarity
In an almost unanimous response during last spring’s election, SJS students
gave final approval of a proposal to collect a voluntary fee which would be
used to support the Economic Opportunities Program (E013).
The plan has now been initiated and this campus now has the obligation to
show its solidarity.
Only two days remain for the collection of the EOP referendum donation
today and tomorrow. The $1 contribution is paid during turn-in of registration
packets and payment of semester fees.
Students who have already paid their semester fees but who did not donate
to the 1,_:OP should search their conscience and make an effort to contribute.
Each $1 contribution will be matched by a $4 pledge from the state. These
funds will then he turned over to the EOP and will be used to support their
continuance of minority educational opportunity.
The EOP has been headed for financial difficulties because of lack of support in the state legislature. The small donation will show assemblymen &
senators that this campus feels the need for the program.
Kick in your share. It’s only $1.

staff Comment

Equality Ends With Color
By ANN LEWIS
Recently covering the informal
meeting
of Women s
Liberation
Movement with President John Bunzel, I
feel most obligated to voice an opinion
I am erta,r will ignite a response
from Women s Lib and who knows what
other liberation movements.
Feeling inferior and a loss of individuality among men, these women
have coalesced to form a movement that
will give them equal rights and responsibilities of men.
Because racism does exist in this
society no matter how many liberation
INE

movements are fighting for equality, the
black woman s involvement, and all
minority women for that matter, would
only be a farce in that her struggle for
equality does not end at being at
woman,
Even after she has gained the rights
and responsibilities of men, she has to
compete with her white -sister-memberfor the right to be recognized as a
woman (i.e. stereotype -girl- or gal.-)
In essence, Women’s Lib is just
another organization distracting from
the issue of minority peoples liberation.
Sad but true, equality ends where
color begins.

Campus Bombers

Thrust and Parry

Question; Fees; ’Right On’; Odyssey
Vital Question
E3itor,
Well, SJS, how are you going to screw
me around this year?
Lovingly,
Ken Freedland
Ed. note
Mr. Freedland, does this answer your
question?

Fees Unfair
Open letter to Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke:
I have recently entered SJS as a
graduate student and I am subject to the
California State Colleges’ non-resident
tuition fees. According to the school
catalog, the admissions office pamphlet,
and the schedule of classes booklet, this
fee should be $445 per semester for 15
units or more.
However. wheo I went to the cashier’s
office today, I was informed that the fee
had been changed to $555 for 15 units.
Not only hod it been raised by $110 per
semester, but I was also told that the
new fee was effective for this semester.
Not only did I (nor any other nonresident) not recieve any notice to this
effect, but even the Schedule of Classes
listed the non-resident fee as $445.
Now, I understand that the Schedule
might have been printed before the
decision to raise the fees was made. But
if this decision was to be effective this
semester, then, at the very least, a
notice should have been added to the
Schedule.
I realize also that due to various
reasons, it is necessary at times to raise
tuition fees. But, to do so without informing the students who have to plan
on securing enough money to pay is
certainly an unjust demand. (I have also
heard that the change in fees was
printed in the newspaper; but considering that it is an out-of-state tuition
fee, a notice in a California newspaper is
hardly on effective place for this information.)
I would also like to add that I have
applied for a waiver of the non-resident
tuition fees and that at o meeting for
new graduate students at SJS, on Sept.
15, we were informed that due to the
cutback of state funds, the most that any
applicant would receive would be $90.
This has created more than enough
difficulties for me (and others) but at
least I knew beforehand that I should
not count on receiving the waiver.
However, to cut back the waiver funds
so radically and then to add on $110 per
semester without advance notice is
really unreasonable and unfair.
To conclude, I strongly feel that nonresidents at SJS should not be expected
to pay the increase in tuition fees for this
semester. It will be difficult and unfair
enough if we have to pay the increase
next semester, but at least we will have
time to try to secure additional monies. I
would appreciate it very much if you
would send me a prompt reply regarding
this issue.

like to invite people to come and see it.
The Faculty Office building is an
aesthetically empty, institutional place more like a kennel than anything else.
We didn t get permission because there
are no channels if you want to do
something nice. No bureaucrat has the
power to say yes to it.
Ours was an act of creative vandalism
responsibly done, using materials that
do little or no scarring when removed.
Beauty is subversive because it
revitalizes us and makes us unwilling to
accept a system which is indifferent to
the moral and aesthetic dimensions of
life. Why not let everybody make things
nicer where they are.
If some things don’t work, well that’s
life and the whole thing will still be
worth it.
Dr. Phillip Drummond Jacklin
Asst. Professor Philosophy
Ed. note:
In case you are as confused by this
letter as the Daily was, see the picture in
the first two columns of page 3.

"Right On"
Editor
Thanks are due to Frank Haber, who,
in his column Right On,- points out the
oppressive stand taken by the new
president of SJS. It seems the new prez
has the weird notion that college is for
education. He has therefore ridiculously
suggested that, when the New Left
smashes windows, burns buildings,
plants bombs, destroys computers, beats
students, burns research papers, and
throws riots, he may call in the police.
SJS students cannot help but be enraged
by this Fascist tactic suggested by the
new president. Why, it wouldn’t be
democratic.
Gary Waltrip
Young Americans for Freedom
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Spaced Odyssey
Editor:
A student and myself have put
something in the west stairwell of the
Faculty Office building. We did it to
make things nice where we live. Since
the act has a political dimension, I think
it deserves some publicity. I would also
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On July 29, Delano, Calif., saw the
birth of agricultural unionization. For the
first time in American history, a handful
of farm workers began to receive a
minimum wage, health and old -age
benefits and minimal protection from
the use of pesticides.
For the average farm worker in the
U.S., whose average annual income is
$1,600 (Cal ifornio farm workers are the
’highest- paid at $2,200 average annually), this event provided a glimmer of
hope.
For the all too numerous migrants
whose odyssey begins in Texas, leads
north to Idaho, Washington, Oregon,
and then south to California, who reap
not only crops but an endless future of
poverty and ,neglect, the hope for a
better future has momentarily appeared.
The jubilant day of victory at Delano
was marked with cautious optimism by
many of the workers who had struggled
for five long years in the present strike.
Many of them were veterans of other
agricultural strikes. They were acutely
aware of the long string of agricultural
unions whose effectiveness was systematically destroyed after short-lived
victories.
The farm workers union is contiiii. ing
its struggle for growth and stability in
the Salinas Valley.
Students on campus have organized a
Student Consumer Boycott Committee.
Under the temporary chairmanship of
Joe Lopez the group hopes to recruit
students of all types at SJS to help the
farm workers.
Lopez said, -We hope to make all
students aware of what’s happening in
the Salinas Valley. I feel that being from
the area and having worked with the
union in the past, I can help to bring the
students first-hand information, not
rumors. I will try to deal strictly with the
facts.’
Lopez resides at Markham Hall, room
113. More information about the boycott
probably will appear in this space at a
later date.
The Chicano Student Movement long
has been a great help to the farm
workers’ struggle. In schools and
communities across the Southwest,
Chicano students have taken the
initiative in forming boycott groups,
picketing and raising funds.
The Chicanos concern for the farm
worker is strong since our past is closely
tied to the fields. Many of today’s
Chicano students have worked in the
fields as have many of their parents.
One of our primary objectives is to
heighten this concern, not only among
our own people but among people in the
community at large.
After years of racial, social, and
economic degradation, the Chicano is
beginning to break the chains which
have kept La Raza in poverty and misery.
Chicanos everywhere are demanding
self-determination for La Raza. Part of
gaining it is acquiring the resources to
realize our goals.
SJS has the largest Chicano EOP in th
state. It is the only school in the United
States which offers a master’s degree in
Mexican -American Studies.
These two programs were not GIVEN
to us. Chicanos argued, picketed and
were jailed in order to create them. It is
now every Chicano’s responsibility to
preserve them, not for our own sake, but
more important, for the sake of La Raza.
During this year, you will be hearing
about groups such as MECHA and other
organizations which will be active not
only on, but also off campus.
It is the objective of this column to
keep you informed, not only about what
Chicanos are doing, but also to explain
WHY.
I hope that this column will reflect
how the Chicano sees, not only himself,
but also how he sees YOU. Th
reflection you see may not be attractive
but we will try to be honest and just.
Are you ready to do the same for us?
Viva La Justicia!

EDITOR S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry
section of the editorial page offers
students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed
to
encourage written debate on such
current affairs. Contributions to Thrust
and Parry must not exceed 250
words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the, writer’s name
and
faculty or ASB number. The Daily
will
not print letters which are libelous,
in
poor taste or include a personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit
or
cut letters to conform to
space
limitations and to cease publication
of
letters dealing with subjects he
believes
have been exhausted.
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Fund Raising

Peace, Freedom Party Art Sale

PROFESSOR’S CREATIVE VANDALISM - Tired of spending his days in an
aesthetically empty environment, Dr.
Philip Jacklin, philosophy professor,
decided to add some beauty to the stair-

well of the faculty office building. I.’.
materials which leave little or no sears
when removed, Dr. Jacklin and a student
made things "nice where we live."
Daily photo by Ron Burdy

The Peaci. arid I, reed iii
Party of SJS will hold an art
sale in the College Union to
raise initial operating funds
for the year and to kick off its
fall activities, according to
Jim
Bailey,
publicity
chairman.
The art sale, from the
many art students in the
group, will run today
through Wednesday from
8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the
College Union art gallery.
Sale items will include
pottery, glass work, posters
and photographs donated to
the party.
"We have some very fine
pieces and plan to sell them
at reasonable prices, and we
intend on soliciting additional contributions right up
until the sale begins," said
John Reiger, PFP art
director.

’I’m Me And So Are Your:
Students Respond To Survey
By VICTOR JANG
Daily Staff Writer
Once again, students are
being asked to fill out and
return with their registration

Wounded
Man Dies
Services for Gary Wise, 20,
SJS junior who died Friday
at San Jose Hospital, will be
held today at 10 a.m, in the
Lodi Funeral Home Chapel.
Wise was accidently shot
in the abdomen last Tuesday
by
his
stepbrother,
Lawrence Winter, 32, of San
Jose, while the two were discussing guns, in particular,
an Astra 9 mm automatic
pistol which accidently discharged wounding Wise.

:.

TODAY

an ethnic survey card, giving
ethnic background, citizenship status and religion,
among other things.
The results of the study are
used by the ombudsmen’s
office to compile a rough
profile of the ethnic composition of the students and to
provide, in Ombudsmen
Ralph Poblano’s words "the
raw data" for anyone wishing to do further study of the
student body along such
lines.
Cooperation in filling out
and turning in the cards is
voluntary; however many
students apparently do not
feel very cooperative.
To last year’s query,
asking students to classify
themselves in an ethnic
group, students submitted
deviant answers ranging
(y.

Spartaguide

TODAY
Art Sale, all day. CU
Gallery, Students for Peace
& Freedom.
Marine Recruiting, 10 a.m.
- 3 P.M., Barracks-6.
Patrons of SJS, 12 noon,
Tea, HI.
Society of Medical Technologist & Microbiologist
(E.M.T.), 7 p.m., S-253. First
meeting of the semester.
Coffee.
TUESDAY
Marine Recruiting, 10 a.m.
- 3 p.m., Barracks 6.
Spartan Shields, 6:30 p.m.,
CU Pacifica, Room. All
members encouraged to atend.
AISEC, 7 p.m., CU
Almaden Room.
Flying Aces, 7:30 - .M. CU
Pacifica Room.
"Yoga" Science of Self Realization, 7:30 p.m.
Barracks-12.
Hillel Foundation, 7:30
p.m. CU Umunhum Room.
First of bi-weekly Israeli folk
dance lessons. All students
invited.
WEDNESDAY
Campus Ambassadors, 11
a.m. & 12 noon. CU Almaden
Room. Elections of officers
and Bible study.
Student Mobilizing Committee, 1 p.m. CU Guadalupe
Room. Open to all students,
to build support for Oct. 31
Day of Nation Protest
Against the War.
Sociology Club, 1:30 p.m.
CU Almaden Room. Dr.
Alvin Rudoff, Sociology dept.
chairman will speak. Election of officers and student
representatives to department committees and discussion of the club program
for the year to be held.
Phrateres, 3:30-4:30 p.m.

CU Costanoan Room.
Classic Film Series,
"Electra," 3:30 and 7 p.m.
Morris Dailey, Free.
Environmental Films and
Film Making, 7 p.m. ED 100
Films to be shown are
"River" and "Rivers of the
Pacific Slope." Three units
credit.
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, SJS
student chapter, new member recruitment, main lobby
of Engineering Building
through Oct. 2.

Variety
Offered
Student housing is a problem on any college campus,
and SJS is no exception.
However, Berniece Ryan,
director of student housing
feels the system here compares with the best because
of the variety it offers the
student.
The seven college -owned
and college -operated
residence halls are the only
single student housing units
for which the college
assumes complete responsibility.
This year, all but two of the
dorms are co-educational.
Markham is still a men’s
dorm, and Hoover houses
only women. They still have
vacancies.
The housing office also has
a listing service for those
interested in apartment
living.

from thoughtful, to semi sarcastic, to pure asinine.
The following is a partial
list of last year’s answers:
being,"
"Human
"American," "Wasp," "For
more information feel free to
call," "Guess," "Native
American Caucasion."
Man,"
"Family
of
"Druid,"
"Insignificant,"
"pregnant transvestite,"
"Honky mixture of Europe,"
"Free man."
"There are no pure
races!"
"Was,"
"?,"
"Member of county of manplanet earth, Andromeda
galaxy, cosmic truth, wave
No. 1," "None of your business."
"Marshin and lunar man,"
-Dirtiswede," "Blue Frog,"
’Serbcroat,"
"Ordinary
individual," "White AngloSax Catholic."
"Anglo-American,"
"Nigger, Whitey, Nigger,"
"Oakie," "Swiss-oakie,"
"How about just America,"

Satellite
Service
Started
Students may be surprised
to learn that the first new
building to be completed on
campus this year is the Spartan Cafeteria.
Actually its the same old
building, but with a brand
new look and a new name
the Satellite Snack Bar
open from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The change was a necessary one, according to A.S.
Business Manager Bill
Felse. "When the Spartan
Cafeteria was the only food
service on campus, it could
keep its head above the
water financially. "But when
the Residence Halls Dining
Commons opened along with
the College Union food
service, the cafeteria found
itself in a very competitive
business and last year lost
money.
The snack bar also takes
some of the load off the
College Union Snack Bar. In
addition to the self service
vending machines, is a grill
service available from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. daily. Students
can also purchase breakfast
in the morning, with eggs,
bacon, and sausage available.
Felse adds that with the
new wall to wall carpeting,
the Satellite Snack Bar will
be an ideal banquet room.

.4.1ves.

Hairstyling
For Men

We invite you to
come by
Of

call for appointment
293-2747

Jim’s
Barbershop
123 So. 3rd St.

1

Are you interested in improving our environment but
don’t know how to go about
it?
"Environmental Quality
Magazine" will be devoted
solely to ecology and the preservation of the environment.
Mike Meyers, one of the
founders of the new magazine, said it will contain an
action guide which will tell
people how they can deal
with ecology, starting in
their
own
homes.
Environmental Quality
Magazine, Inc., a non-profit
organization, is working on
donated services, according
to Meyers. Part of the phone
bill is paid by General
Telephone. Litton Industries
is helping by printing brochures, pamphlets, and such
at no cost.
Meyers said they started
the magazine because they
-wanted to go out and do
something in the area of
pollution but we could not
find any literature on what to
do."
The magazine will cover
"every facet of the environment,"
said
Meyers,
"population, air pollution,
waste disposal" to name a
few.
1\vo of their strongest supporters are Sen. George
McGovern, Dem, Swim
Dakota, and Rep. George
Brown
Jr.,
Dem.-29th
District, Calif.
Their contributing editors
contain men famous in

in concert ...
RAY STEVENS
october 2 8:00 p.m.
ROCK CONCERT
october 4 4:00 p.m
iiihn m.i?. all kis ecrali
tower of power

aum

MULTI -MEDIA
workshop 4:00 p.m. daily
dance electronic sound

STANFORD UNIVERSITYUSC FOOTBALL GAME

sculpting concrete poetry
performances 6:00 p.m. daily
carnival exhibits

tickets available at all major
bay area box offices
for further information call
797-8333
THE SPECIAL EVENTS BOARD
OF ASSU

from SEPTEMBER 30
through OCTOBER 4
Iremont central park

Sly and the
fall* Stone
FRIDAY NIGHT, OCT. 9,8:00 P.M.
FROST AMPHITHEATER.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

TICKETS: $5.00
rnpOrrul.

6J1 & San Salvador

NEWS
The sky did not fall Saturday night in San Jose. Victims of the alleged incident,
after close examination,
were found to have suffered an in-force attack of
heavy vibes rolling through
the woodwork and out the
door of our own Red Ram,
P.S. We do offer medication and remedies in our
bar.

Good food and welling
music was the magic at the
Red Ram last Sunday night,
which sent people smoking,
drinking, romping in the
woods, dancing in the
street, and all k inds of good
stuff. We invite everyone
to come around this week,
because you people are
making this show.

BEVERAGES

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

MOVIE &

Rnthfisder
10C,E Till R

J

11

s

STILL

Cameros
Projectors
Supplies
Equipment

*
*
*
*

DEVELOPING - PRINTING

politics, teaching and business, including Sen. Edmund
Muskie, D-Maine, Rep.
Brown, D-Calif., Rep. Barry
Goldwater Jr., R-Calif. California Deputy Attorney
General James Lee Markham, Leland Webster,
general manager of Litton
Industries, and Harvey
Gotliffe of the San Jose State
Journalism and Advertising
Department.
A year’s subscription is
$6.50 for the quarterly magazine which includes a monthly newsletter sent to subscribers. ’Contact either
Mawhiriney, 529 S.
10th St., Apt. 9, 298-6499, or
Mitch Walker, 1422 Tamie
Lee Dr., No. 4293-3680, if you
want a subscription or
simply want to know what
you can do to help.
Among the articles in the
first issue of the magazine to
come out in November will
be one by Gotliffe on advertising and ecology, Dr. Paul
Ehrlich on Overpopulation,
Senators Muskie and George
McGovern giving their
views, Ralph Nader on
consumer protection, arid
Markham on water quality
control.

Cot je.le
Camera Shop

South Tenth It William

245 SOUTH FIRST
4,1 Courteous Sett,.

P,On,p.

New! Necessary!
OFFICIALLY
Approved Health Insurance
$1375

Per Semester

Accident And Sickness
Better Coverage at a Lower Cost!
For the first time, coverage also available
for spouses and dependent children
Additional Information Available at
Associated Students Business Office
Tittle, Iverson, Purcell and Co., Palo Alto, 361-5358
/OW

Paul :4 Jett elers, Itte.
72 So. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Almaden Fashion Plaza
r. 14 On the Mall
Phone 266-8466

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

710 Del Monte CenlCarmel Hill, Montini
Phone 375-6517

New and Returning Students & Faculty

PAUL’S, YOUR CAMPUS JEWELER
WELCOMES YOU
lowdown fine31. and nu, $1
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etegani jewelry slore
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at wellat ....41maden

and 114319ale Slecirin9
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ARCANUM sunday 8:00 p.m.
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SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Improve Environment
New Magazine Helps
By LYNN PARENT
Daily Staff Writer

HOT COFFEE AT ALL TIMES

you know that you could get
a tuition deferral until the
end of October?"
"Not correct," stated
Besser. "There have been
only a few tuition deferrals
and these were only granted
to foreign students attending
San Jose State for the first
time. They all had individual
problems and no blanket
deferrals are being considered."

.I .B

quick sandwich, hot soup

Stop in for

Iranian Handout
Nets Criticism
A handout for foreign students which was prepared by
the Iranian Students Association contains misinformation, according to Irving
Besser, San Jose State
Assistant Controller.
The leaflets, which present
optimistic statements about
tuition deferrals and loans,
spurred many irate foreign
students, into Morris Dailey
Auditorium Thursday during
packet turn-in to demand
these deferrals and exceptions.
The first of two questions
on the handout read, "Did

HOURS

BUSY SCHEDULE?

Col’. Weber, 27, of Long
Beach was recently elected
state chairman at a recent
statewide convention in
"He’s
Sacramento.
generally considered the
best organizer in the party,"
Bailey added.
The Students for Peace
and Freedom, which restructured and reorganized
themselves last spring, plan
to offer a varied program of
guest speakers and activities
for the election year, including a member of the
Venceremos Brigade on Oct.
8 to discuss the Brigade’s experiences in Cuba.

J..31 pfletent your

light show painting
IN HONOR OF

Hair
Straightening
Latest
Long Hair
Styles

"1-32 Cherokee," "undecided."
"Dubious of ethnic background," "Zulu Warrior,"
"Cajun," "Douche -mix,"
"space-man,"
"divorced
woman" and "As long as you
guys study ’race,’ they will
exist; I’m ME and so are
YOU!"

Beige’. requested anyone
wishing to contribute art to
the sale to contact him at 2950136 or the PFP office 2920188 at 48 S. 4th St.
On tomorrow, Sept. 29, the
PFP will show "Season’s
Change," a film produced by
the American Civil Liberties
Union on the 1968 Chicago
convention, and present the
PFP candidate for state controller.
The program, which will
begin at 7 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room in the College
Union, will be open to the
public and presented at no
charge.
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OPEN

VISIT our store tool gel acquainted eeills flee
many sell", lee% lee lune to offer ote.

%LI N10141% DONL ON 0111 OWN PREMISES.
FREE cleaning and checking of your rings.
EXPERT watchmaker and jeweler on duty
for fast and accurate service.
ENGRAVING by master jewelers.
pht
SEE the dazzling display of exquisite designs in diamond fashions.
SEE our large display of trophios and
fraternal emblems.

EXCLUSIVE DIAMOND DESIGNS by
Orange Blossom as well as exciting
creations by Paul’s own craftsmen.

WATCHES by Omega
Rolex Bulova
COMPLETE BRIDAL REGISTRY foafuring the finest in China Stor, ware -- Silver.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES and MEW,

Paul :6

.(escelers. Its’.

SJS Loses to Arizona, 30-29
By MIKE DUGGAN
13111ly Sports Editor
TUCSON, ARIZ.-It was a
see-saw battle all the way,
with the lead changing hands
four different times as the
A rizona
of
University
gridders edged SJS, 30-29,
before 38,000 Saturday night.
Steve Hurley’s 37 yard
405
with
goal
field
remaining provided the
margin of victory for the
Wildcats.
The opening period was all
Arizona as the Wildcats took
a 7-0 lead while outgaining
SJS by 129-13 in total offense.
However, quarterback
Ivan Lippi entered the game
early in the second period
and moved the Spartans 80
yards in 13 plays to tie up the
game, 7-7. The score came
on what was to be only one of
many unusual plays in a
very unusually played game.
Lippe hit end Eric Dahl on a

post pattern, but Dahl
bobbled the ball into the
hands of Arizona defensive
back Ray Clarke. Clarke,
however, couldn’t find the
handle and the ball popped in
the air and down into Dahl’s
hands in the end zone, for a
23 yard score.
Moments later, defensive
tackle John McMillen, who
had a great game with 19
tackles, recovered a fumble
and kicker Larry Barnes hit
from 33 yards out for a 10-7
Spartan advantage.
As the half drew to a close,
the SJS defense once again
led by McMillen, Seymour
Jones, Jim Grosso, Dave
Chaney and Bruce Lecuyer,
held Arizona near midfield.
On the next play, Lippi
connected with a streaking
Dahl for 43 yards to the two
yard line. Two plays later,
Larry Brice, behind Bob
Teames block, swept in for

Committee, Board Spots
Open,Deadline Sept. 30
The Associated Students
1AS.) are accepting applications through Oct. 2 for
A.S. committee and board
vacancies. Applications may
be picked up at the A.S.
office on the third level of the
College Union.
Personnel Selection Officer Dennis Edmondson
stated that nearly 120
positions must be filled by
Oct. 12 and urged student
in
their
participation
governing bodies.
"We are encouraging
students to actively participate in student government in -particular we would
like to see more involvement
on the part of the minority
students. New blood is
necessary to make this institution relevant to students
at SJS."’
A wide variety of positions
is available to both students
and faculty. The openings
are for the following committees and boards: Personnel selection, Board of
Trustees of the Academy,
entertainment and cultural
events, student housing,

PR Job
Open
There is an opening on
the Associated Students
public relations staff. Applicants must be at least
junior public relations
majors and have completed
Public Relations 190A or the
equivalent. Applications
may be filed at the A.S. office on the third level of the
College Union

discount program, student
library, Winter Carnival,
publications advisory board,
Experimental College,
Community Involvement
Program, rally committee,
steering
intercultural
committee, Sparta Camp,
Sparta Week, orientation
conference committee, intramural board, elections
board, human relations,
intracommission for
cultural education and A.S.
Judiciary.

After
a
successful
academic year, both the
black and brown students in
the Educational Opportunity
Program are working to
maintain the program’s
success in providing for thhe
needs of the student financially and academically.
While the state grants
were increased on a dollar
basis, the amount granted
for continuing students was
less than that originally
allocated to them as new
Incoming students. In effect,
the EOP must provide for
more students on almost the
same amount of funds that
was allocated last year, thus
decreasing the amount
allocated to each student.
During the summer, the
brown EOP conducted a
crash English program for
first-time freshmen students
not normally admitted and
who did not meet the English
requirement.
Library jobs three hours
daily were also conducted in
which the EOP paid the

ON YOUR OWN PRIVATE OCEAN.
SEE AT 24 CAMPBELL AVE., CAMPBELL
9-5 SATURDAY

12.4 DAILY

Buy one
Big Barney
and get one free

Pimentel Leads
Booter Victory
For the St. Mary’s Gaels,
Friday night’s soccer game
ended with 5:23 remaining in
the first quarter when SJS’s
Joe Pimentel slammed the
Spartan’s first goal into the
net from 20 yards out. At the
final gun the scoreboard
showed SJS on top 5-0.
is
score
final
The
misleading as the Spartans
dominated the entire contest, taking 49 shots-on-goal
while allowing St. Mary’s
only six throughout the 90
minutes. The low score
resulted from many missed
shots by the Spartans from
within ten yards.
The second SJS goal came

with 17:23 left la the second
quarter
when
Edgar
Podlesky shot the ball
through two St. Mary’s
defenders into the corner of
the net. The blast originated
from 13 yards out. Five
minutes later Pimental
collected his second goal of
the night following a perfect
assist by Andre Marechal.
The score remained 3-0
until the final period when
Hadi Ghafouri and Gary Alb
scored goals within a two
minute interval. Ghafouri
was set up by an Alb pass
with 11:19 left in the game,
then Marechal was credited
with his second assist of the
night on the goal by Alb.

Water Poloists Triumph
Twice Over Hayward
SJS’ junior varsity team
topped the Bulldogs, 25-13,
behind the seven goal performance of freshman Brad
Jackson.

SJS’ water polo team
opened the 1970 campaign
with a resounding 26-3,
defeat of Hayward State last
Saturday at the losers pool.
Coach Lee Walton’s squad
scored in every period with
senior All-American Mike
Monsees leading the way
with five goals in two periods
of play. Junior Mike Albright
had four goals for the
salaries. Spartans.
students’
Walton substituted freely
According to Humberto
Garza, director of the brown in the one-sided affair letting
EOP, "Tutors are the back- all varsity and some junior
bone of the whole EOP varsity team members see
action. "We were real strong
program."
Working with 32 tutors last defensively out there today.
year, the brown EOP will We also had a good allprobably maintain its same around offensive showing,
number of tutors despite the especially on our fast
incoming breaks," evaluated Walton.
increase
of
students. "I cannot function
SJS used three goalies
with less than 50 tutors," during the contest, Mike
says Garza, "but I will have Runels, Steve Hamann, and
to pay them less and work Lonnie Regehr. Runels held
them harder."
the Pioneers scoreless in the
In the black EOP a new first quarter while Hamann
tutoring system is being had eight saves.
arranged, in which apRegehr made one of the
proximately 12 students top defensive plays of the
tutor strictly academically, afternoon when he blocked a
while 39 other students Bulldog penalty shot. "That
tutor and counsel in problem was an exceptionally good
areas other than academic.
stop this early in the
While the number of black
season," added Walton.
EOP tutors has increased
with the addition of new
From
students, each tutor will be
working fewer hours than
last year.
Asked if the success of the
EOP meant more funds,
Glen Toney, director of the
black
EOP
explained,
-Minority programs seem to
A
have an inverse relationsip
with their funding. When the
program is doing poorly,
more money is given, but
when progress is being made
and the crux of the problem
is being solved, less funds
are allocated in order for the
program not to succeed."
Toney concluded that the
OOOOOO eite.
EOP’s most important
function is that it enables the
student, particularly the one
who is not normally admissible, to go to school, at
Seed us an, ph01111/48p
the same time providing
black a. while or
color, of yourself, your
him with the academic and
family, trondo, pet,.
other aid that will help him
anything .and we’ll
rend ymi 100 gummed,
complete his education.
perforated, stamp-sized
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Serve Yourself
And Save
Prices subject to change
without notice.

It’s a delicious meal in .Iself
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RED BAIN
STOPF LOCATIONS

250 E. Santa Clara St.

6th 1. Keyes
4th & William

KUIII1 119115 OR SCIENCE MAJidel 1.
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dinal oceanographic research Train along tide
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knowledge of our marine environment For
more details call DR Nichols 259 3002 Atte. 6
m
CHMSTANADA NATURAL 10001 RESIAU
RANT 35 5 MIN Sr San Jose 266 5410

$9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

ENROLL
MILITARY
SCIENCE
Classes Available
MacQuarrie Hall
Room 308
See Mr. Dynan
Largest selection
complete yardage shop
Quality fabrics with
a flair
Styles for the
1970-71 look
Special lines of drapery,
upholstery and pillow
fabrics.
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beaeR t.han

ANNOUN(lMFMTS II)

rTI.Itfir=NtIttra’r’Z:il Or
’,alum iv, var., and hook.lorm

Puritan
Oil CO.
10th & Taylor

free waste baskets

Spartan Daily Classifieds

It’s easy! Buy a

1 RI 1) Coles mil
,.kf r,ing prim AI I or,
un CUR f)mli brapkt

MacFarlane’s
Candies and Ice Cream

Store Hours: Thurs. & Fri. 10 ’til 9:00

Swingline
TOT Stapler
98e
fon.l..1., 11011

Welcome Back Spartans from

Mon., Tues.. Wed 8.Sat.10 ’til 5:30
Sunday 12 ’til 5:00

To get your 100 photo.
stamps, simply cut the
name Swingline from
any Swingline package.
Enclose photo (which
will he returned) with
cash, check or money.
order for Si and send it
with the coupon below

Ethyl (100+ Octane)

Its a double deck hamburger with 2 all beef patties on a 3 piece
tiun. with cheese crisp lettuce pickle anO our own special sauce

bei

picture, You’ll. trod
many use, for them...
seal or sign your letters,
rdentify hooks and records Use them for date.
bait, or lust for fun.

Regular (95 Octane)

The intramural office has
advised all teams for this
fall’s touch football season to
have a team representitive
at today’s meeting of captains and managers at 2:30
p.m. in MG 201. All teams
must be represented as those
not showing up will be unable
to participate even if they
have paid the fees.
Dr. Dan Unruh, director of
intramurals, is expecting all
officials to be accounted for
at the "officials clinic" at
3:30 p.m. in MG 201. Unruh
says he is looking for
prospects who can "blow a
whistle
with
some
authhority,"as well as a
student who knows the game
even if he has not played
competitively.
Although football begins
this coming Wednesday at
campus, the insouth
tramural office reminds
students tennis forms are
now being accepted, and
with two-man volleyball and
basketball coming up teams
are advised to get organized
early, and beat the deadline.

Michael’s
is Art.

YOUR
PHOTO
ON 100
STAMPS
ONLY $1.

Gasoline

Coupon

MON & TUES.
SEPT. 28-29
ONLY

I’Nt

The rest of the game was
all Arizona as starting
quarterback Brian Linstrom found Charlie McKee
for 49 yards to make it 29-27
and with 5:21 to go, Dahl
fumbled John Black’s punt to
set up Hurley’s winning kick.

Successful Year

NEW MIRACLE PRODUCT REPLACES
DEAD BED WITH LIVE WATER ACTION.
LIKE FLOATING ON A MAGIC CARPET

YVith

chance to clinch the game, a
delay of game penalty on
third and one from the 13 and
a halfback option pass by
starting quarterback Wayne
Obbeurter in which a wide
open Ellis was overthrown,
ended the SJS scoring
drives.

EOP Maintains Program

WATER BEDS

550

the score and SJS held a 17-7
half time time lead.
In a wild third period, it
was first Arizona’s turn to
take over the momentum.
remaining,
With
9:00
quarterback
sophomore
Henry Sintay hit Hal Arneson, with a 56 yard scoring
strike, cutting the margin to
17-14.
On the next series, Wildcat
Jack Wallace took Joe Hicks’
punt back 44 yards for a
touchdown. Arizona led 20-17
as Lecuyer blocked the extra
point attempt.
The game’s next four
minutes brought on an even
more wild turn of events.
On third and 10, Lippi
eluded a tackle and hit Al
Ghysels with a short pass
and the Spartan tight end
rambled 73 yards to the
Arizona six. On third and
goal from the one, fullback
Dave Morgan fumbled and
Arizona recovered.
Two plays later, Grosso
recovered Ceasar Pittman’s
fumble for SJS on the one.
SJS was then pushed back to
the 17 where Barnes came
through from 34 yards out to
tie the score, 20-20.
next
Arizona’s
On
scrimmage play, Grosso
again recovered a fumble
and once again SJS couldn’t
move, but once again Barnes
hit, this time from the 38.
The fourth period opened
with Lippi hitting Butch Ellis
wih a 56 yard scoring strike
for a 29-20 Spartan lead.
The next Spartan series
ended with Barnes coming
very close to hitting a 59 yard
field goal attempt.
Later in the period, with a
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’emotive 1111Idde Nemo 4 years old
heonnok.ng ydre
1 70.,. 101 fenced hilly
inkier system Inis of
land...aped rumple. ter.
wren, mony trees ramrod patio 3 hod 2
both bring un Famile ron sr built in .vel be,
Pitch. w 7 ov. Orstmosher disposal Cu,
nen Drapes Carpeting throughout Fre Once
liv.rig rot has gas loghter 7 car gar w auto
-motion
mai, doer open*, 540 oso eo For info
oil Mrs Sender 751 0274

HIIP WANTED

I

_
FINALE leponme Spooking. Phone Sol.,
ring 2h..
f ...me Salary plus Phone NOW
287 7490 C. Go.... MGR
YOUNG WOMEN wonted NOW to demon
orate new tounet.i line Free training w 40
par rent corrun on sales Collnow 286 8386 9
a in 17 noon or 259 1547 fr 5 pm 630
PEMAL1 Hewitt ....Mee 6 lemale MR Adults
Reseclonc Club woo
-on, purl.,,,. Seedy &
h., arranged noti, Marge Roberts 297 6157
perOtintd. 45 lu weekend sueduose
male MR adults in R.rdence club Wen’ Mrs
Plage Roberts 297 6157
Cook needed he seven men
7915.33

Watt Wen

63.00 Per be.. Male C Female Need Money
lor food rent books car, It 000 010 rolling
0..i. sur. prie 000 6, After qualifying ...re
..I
r
Fidler Brush Co 275 5513
FRIDAY FLICK Devenh111 Role,.. Robert Red
Doily Cud 7 00 10 00 Fr
77,1 50 014
Oci 704
Plate Models needed part time Women
ages IS 35 $15 per hour 295 5489 2950510
Lego Call Pam

Ahl

I

LOST/ 1 Soo sow 48AA Notion 0 Sr James
111r4 Mt 0.00.
inf... 190 t.1*

IMAGO S. 05.110 son Antonio lone) Dark
wtal point hill grown Srornese Bars LOST Con
kune or 290 4479
150 1350 POO INFORMATION
111WAOGII
LEADING rO TOE RETURN OF AIGNAN PUPPY
teat lots 7
1 no old Peddish brown rotor
0.14 at 2016 Is toll Fne 79 7103 or
766 3513

2 toornmetes needed toot,.,. hey. on I
th Sf, ehenee 197 .10
No Vic

HOUSINI,
Dorm [entree, 1011 SALE
save $5500 for
semester Coll I.,.. Rennet, AIII. Moll 297
6/41

1
Foe.. roommates needed. Lax. Apt.
o Nov. Pool. 10 role horn Lit 1177.504n
est. Cell RI. 259603*.

OUR te sMre New Apt w own morn near
campus $50 ee, month Coll Now 2951333

111111115 MALI ROOMMAT1 TO SHARE
bedroom house w3 others 167.50 plus val.
per roe Must have oansponabon. 3 miles fr.
cornea Call Md. Ed or Paul
259.8312.

ROOMS IOU MIN. Reasonable’ blk from
college Only 3 vacancies 426 5 7th SI 293
1938
VACANCY COO all GIRL to shore apt with 3
others 643 5 0,1, 51 Nob Call Claudio 116
63115
IIMALE ROOMMATINeeded. 555 5 IC. Sr
Apt 27 w pool $52 50 per ’no 2 bdrnis 2
barbs Coll 293 4694
OM SERIOUS OM STUDENT to shore dbl rm
in old*. I,, voth 30,9,0,, 1 block from campus
197.6079
OM SERIOUS MALI STUDENT 0 shore dbl
qua, ...errs un in home 1416 Sr 297.6079
We em waging students who ho....
porrenced 0 degree of unfoldment through per
some meditation and who now feel reedy In,
further awareness through group erVeumoALFA WAVE MEDITATION end other psych.c
development tech within o communal living
envoonment *10,9. home hos been obtained
roar the SJS rumpus for this purpose it you ore
mterested .010.00.906 we will tole occupancy
a 11 15 We ash ale Mot you be motivated by
a desire to serm humanity rather than your
self There is a sign up sheet or Student Union
Inior Counter tor more alio ob., the corn
eeperence and Ole ALFA WAVE MEDI
1A1I09 classes to be catered later this
semester
YIAR ’ROUND RAMS: 2 bdrrn unhon apts
$175 Stove & Relrig drapes wash 0 torage
Iced.. 5 min from tamp. 293-5955
1.2 fornele reenernotes. 5 minutes Iron,
campus Need Car ISO 2555513

2 Yr 1014111. fire place turn,shed w.rneny
extras $175 per month Loomed 6 mi. N. el
Felton Coll 298.6441
FEMALE 1100MMATE NEMO 2 bed.. Ire.
apt near campus 541 for 4 21 or over pref.
Call 217-3561 rues Mars or viand.
Poinole Redrentote needed te
shore 2
bdrrn opi w I other girl on., no 165 rilth. 400
611 5 Sth after 5 or’ -295-8630.
01,11 0116 MONO. shore apt mth 30,6.,,
2 bdrrn 2 bath pool $5250 oak Call 295.
4609 555 S 10th Sr No 8
Men sr. fir Greg Stodont only. For room &
6th St.
145.00 643 $
kitchen env
ONE TWO BEDROOM OPTS 4 61006, Irons
comp. Furnished or Unturn 2031. Reed I lth
286.21306
CONTRACT FOR SALL West Mall Coll or And
far Alicia Reyes Room 703 287 3481

’,110011P,

VW TUNIUPL 610.00 plus parts A regular oil
changing reosonable Call GREG anytime at
792 1890
111/111111 TYPING In my home Fa., accurate,
minor editing Mrs Sairter phone 244-6551
service free delivery en
TYSCOPIENt
Son Jose er. no contract Euhe s 251 25911.

bet
01111.14 2 Minn. Mod horn apartment
SJS Env floor from opt Olt in kitchen Clem
1.1. bath patio 9 30.0, to 2 4495 10th 292
1377

6111101 POO 111171 Portable or console free
delivery hoe service no contract Es45. 2 251.
7591

POI C0171101 POO GM. (echo
-Igo 1), hrs
housework per dot Co, netessory 14750
Clayton Rd 758 1776

AUTO IN9UIIANC1 Anneel l,o4,ilt 111,0
PPD I Monied or &ogle 090 20 & over SIN
Married 21 23 11411 Mr Toll 241 3900

FOR 2
FINALS ROOMMATE
BEDROOM LRG APT NEAR CAMPUS 563 FOR
3 $93 FOR 2
670 5 1001$ Apt 4 New
garage upper Ow grad preferred

MOTOICYCLI 111116111111C1 erintsell hotel./
rates 0 125ct 1171 1364, 200c, 136 701,1.
450c, 146 45I,c 6007, 167 Mr Neal
741
3900

FINALE 11COMMAIII WINO Spacious 2
Bdtv, 14.1 1151 500,0 upper div preferred
Coll 293 4694 c.o.
POISAY FLICK Downhill Omer sedebert
Illodierd $O cents Morrie Dolly nod 711111
1041) Pd. OW. 2.1.
IMINSI 0411111114 ROOMS 000 v1091 00.
entronr Other sir bolcony loth love 00
ren7. & tonce hoot 406 S 1 Ith St
DORM CONTSACT POP SALE in West Hall
Nigh Rose Contort Linde al Ren 1118 Call 717
3481
IIMAU 0011 bd rrn fo new downtown
St $12000 phorre 264 6783

sr

POMO 11100MMA/11 No le one bd or opt
twerad student Need car 555 Phone 796
0576
Dem Ceetnect West 14011 Ifighrise suite
Centric. Jeanette 287 3411 Ern 12044 leave
montage in moilbo

MAKIN mid 0000115. 0,010 lochs. P.
Coots Sell lettorn Pants Clothing Poly loom,
Co-nein’ Supplies loch Polk pear Boots anal
other for out Penis SAR011111 CITY 2609 IN
Sr Noto,, 10.6 Thu. n1 9 Closed Sundae
N17111 for 2 yr boy 000
S 00 wk days
lberal annude renforrernent necessary ro741
751 5203 eve

Pik% 0111AIS IS
YOGA MEDITATION by Vog...0, Evangelo, M.
SKro 730 lOTOprn 2555480 70 PatkihOthe
Way San Jose
PS1111011 01491101 1U10110111 PROOITAJA
needs uolunteers Help a lomoly whde Dads
oway Foo .nlo call 296 6033 or form. auarloblo
or Campus Christian Center 300S 101II $I

11711451’1.5111 I 11:1

Senn (.010.0 W.., Nall NO Ct. sult eon
trot, mailable Comer, Roth, ot 217 14111
704A tertn message in two
-lb.

INdowleIser needed horn Soo Mot. to keel
dolly Call .456664 C.nr y

.001 NM lg, er.r bd en, hrtch erre strghr
dam. op du, or ref 795 93/3

NANO" Wed 111111. IOW+, 115125 .n p.d
rondo.. Contort lin. en 293 9694

.1

